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FOLLOWERS VIEWS
2020: inc. 1700 email subscribers,

1000 blog followers. Opens:

31.72%, Clicks 9.56% 

(data: Jan 21).  

All-time (website)

I’ve been a UK natural health researcher, writer and clinician for

more than 30 years. I am now focusing on creating and curating

life-changing information that can truly change lives.

I believe in integrative medicine: using the best of both

allopathic and functional medicine to bring the greatest benefit

to people. I value research and tend to question the norms.  I am

big on non-toxic lifestyle, toiletries and food, freefrom,

especially grain and dairy free diets, lab testing, supplementing

and supporting emotional health. My skill is in breaking down

complex subjects for the lay person, encouraging and inspiring

real practical change. 

A B O U T  M E

About  my b log

P U R E H E A L T H
C L I N I C

I started the Purehealth blog as a way of communicating

interesting things and news to my patients. Now I am full-time

writing, I plan to do much more with it. My followers are 30+ 70%

female/30% men. Mainly UK-based. They are often looking for

help after failing to get well via conventional medicine.

My followers are generally very loyal, knowledgeable and trust

me to give them actionable, sound advice based on clinical

experience and training. I very much value the trust they have in

me. Many have been with me for years and engage regularly.



SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORMS

I focus on my blog and email subscribers mainly, then

Facebook (2000+ followers, Jan 21), my followers'

preferred platform when asked. I have two Facebook

pages and two groups: Purehealth Clinic (natural health

news and views) and TrulyGlutenFree (for grain and

dairy free chronic illness, autoimmune support). The

TGF group is very active especially.

Two Twitter feeds (500+ followers). New Instagram and

YouTube accounts just building.

Pinterest 400+ followers.

 WRITER
"LIKE HAVING SOMEONE THERE, HOLDING

YOUR HAND"

 An ex PR and communications manager (British Gas,

Holland & Barrett), I’ve been a regular features writer

for Foodsmatter.com, a judge for freefrom foods and

non-toxic skincare awards, a columnist for various

publications, editor of a cancer charity magazine, a

supplement reviewer and commissioned/co-edited

what went on to become Healthy for H&B, the leading

natural health magazine in the UK. I’ve self-published

17 books and factsheets, written an extensive A-Z of

Health, over 2000 posts  and been published by Curlew

Books.
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